This paper present an investigation of the collapse load in cylinder shell under uniform external hydrostatic pressure with optimum design using finite element method via ANSYS software. Twenty cases are studied inclusive stiffeners in longitudinal and ring stiffeners. Buckling mode shape is evaluated. This paper studied the optimum design generated by ANSYS for thick cylinder with external hydrostatic pressure. The primary goal of this paper was to identify the improvement in the design of cylindrical shell under hydrostatic pressure with and without Stiffeners (longitudinal and ring) with incorporative technique of an optimization into ANSYS software. The design elements in this research was: critical load, design variable (thickness of shell (TH), stiffener's width (B) and stiffener's height (HF). The results obtained illustrated that the objective is minimized using technique of numerical optimization in ANSYS with optimum shell thickness and stiffener's sizes. In all cases the design variables (thickness of shell) was thicker than the monocoque due to a shell's thicker is essential to achieve the strength constraints. It can be concluded that cases (17,18,19, and 20) 
INTRODUCTION
The present paper investigates the buckling analysis of cylindrical shell with stiffened and un-stiffened. It had been wide applications in the industry especially in mechanical and nuclear applications, the thick cylinder like submarine pressure hull can buckle through shell instability or lobar buckling of pressure (Ross,2010) . Buckling is the general term frequently used to describe the failure structure between the stable and unstable case. When the magnitude of the load on a structure is such that the equilibrium is changed from stable to unstable, the load is called a critical load or (buckling load). When the equilibrium configuration lost its stability, buckling occurs without fracture or material separation (Lyenger and Gupta,1980) . Buckling is a problem faced in the structural design, that the members of structural fail under compression loads greater than that material can be resisted. The nature of buckling pattern in plate not only depends upon the type of the applied loading but also on the shape (dimension) of the problem and the material properties and also upon the manner in which the edges are supported (Gerard and Bechler,1957) . A lot of works done to design the cylinder under hydrostatic pressure. The huge challenge is that the buckling strength with critical pressures of the hydrostatic effect. Ross et al., (2004) reported for three ring-stiffened of buckling domes with external hydrostatic pressure. Its contained the theoretical part and experimental part used finite element method. Maalawi (2009) presented a common formulation for the buckling problem with optimization of anisotropic, radially graded, thin-walled, long cylinders subject to external hydrostatic pressure. Hani Aziz Ameen et al., (2012) studied the free vibration of oblate shells i.e. natural frequencies and modes shapes by finite element analysis with and without stiffeners in longitudinal and lateral direction. Numerous parameters were considered like thickness of shell, stiffeners number and stiffeners size. The outcomes were represented by the tenth structural natural frequencies and mode shapes, it would be observed that, the natural frequency of the oblate shell will increase with increasing the mode number and decreased as increasing the shell thickness. Peroti et al., (2013) studied the numerical analysis of ring stiffener effect with various cross section on ultimate buckling strength of pipeline under external hydrostatic pressure. Raju and Rao (2015) studied the multi layered composite shell with reinforced by optimum fiber orientations for pressure vessel also studied the minimization of the mass with strength constraints of cylinder under axial loading under the analysis of static and buckling for the pressure vessel. Qasim and Israa, (2015) studied two types of stiffeners, longitudinal and circumferential stiffeners based on the direction of the installation on the shell surface. The critical pressure due to buckling was calculated numerically by using ANSYS15 for both stiffened and un-stiffened cylinder for various location and installing types. Qasim and Israa, (2016) studied the optimization of critical pressure due to buckling which was calculated numerically by using ANSYS15 for both stiffened and un-stiffened cylinder for various locations and installing types. The optimum design of structure was done by using the ASYS15 program;
The purpose of the current paper is to determine the critical buckling load and mode shapes of the thick cylindrical shell under external hydrostatic pressure with optimum shell design using finite element analysis via ANSYS software program.
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
The models of thick cylinder with external hydrostatic pressure is done by finite element analysis using the element Shell181. This element is depend on the theory of Reissner / Mindlin thick shell that bending is inclusive also the transverse shear influence. This theory is convenient in modeling the thick cylinder associated with stiffeners. The first stage is analyze the model of cylinder without internal and external stiffeners, with fixed-fixed supporting at its ends. An eigenvalue Buckling analysis will then be done until the solution is converged. The geometry and the mesh model in Ansys are as shown in the Figure(1) (twenty cases are studied). The analysis is carried out for the Steel material of a thick cylinder. Table(1) illustrated the cases studied.
MODE FOR OPTIMIZATION
The outline improvement undertaking is to plan the best size of cylindrical shaped shell presented to external hydrostatic load. The shell can be either solidified with longitudinal or ring hardened by inside and outside rectangular cross-segment rings set at equidistant interims inside the shells. Keeping in mind the end goal to accomplish the ideal plan, the outline advancement process requires a numerical model. This model consists of an objective function, constraints functions, and side constraint functions. These three functions are mathematical equations expressed in terms of design variables and state variables. State variables are fixed quantities in the mathematical equations. This model comprises of an objective function, constraints functions, and side constraint functions. These three capacities are numerical conditions communicated as far as design variables and state variables. State factors are settled amounts in the scientific conditions. Design variables are those amounts which are permitted to change amid the streamlining procedure. The objective function, which inclusive each design variable, is a solitary condition speaking to the amount to be upgraded. So as to demonstrate the above outline assignment, ANSYS programming was utilized to assess the buckling of thick shell under outer hydrostatic pressure, at that point the streamlining issue was assessed by ANSYS programming. ANSYS program figured the buckling loads on either a longitudinal or ring hardened shell, these buckling loads are then come back to the numerical enhancement program, which is joined in the ANSYS programming, to be considered in buckling imperatives on the ideal shell outline. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structural failure by buckling is associated with an unstable design. The ANSYS design the geometry of a stable cylindrical shell based on materials and load factors which are input. Basic disappointment by buckling is related with an unstable design. The buckling happen due to transfer major amount of strain energy into bending energy which leads to sudden failure in the structure. To avoid this type of failure the cylindrical shell must be stiffened by adding stiffeners longitudinal and rings along the shell from internal or external surface. The ANSYS outline the geometry of a stable round and hollow shell in materials light and load factors which are input. In case of cylinder without stiffness, this mode is undesirable, and to improve it, stiffness longitudinal and rings with suitable sized is placed at suitable distances apart in the inside and outside the cylinder's wall. Figure(2) shows the buckling mode shapes (from mode 1 to 6) for all cases which indicates the movement of the cylinder. Table( 2) represented the critical loads at each mode shapes and the optimum critical load with optimum sizes of the cylinder (thickness of shell (TH), stiffener's width (B) and stiffener's height (HF) for all cases. It can be observed that cases (1,2 and 3) set 3 and cases (5 and 6) set 4 and cases (7 and 8) set 3 and so on the other cases , its similar in sizes and different in the critical load. The outcomes for the longitudinal and ring-solidified shell are exhibited in an indistinguishable configuration from the monocoque shell; objective, plan factors and requirements. There are three outline of factors rather than one. This outcomes is a more mind boggling enhancement issue. Table( 3) illustrated the ratio of the incremental critical load with stiffeners and its observed that cases (17,18,19, and 20) have more than 90% of un-stiffened critical force. In particular, the tallness and width of the stiffeners changed extensively. The benefit of utilizing enhancement in ANSYS programming for shell configuration was acknowledged by an examination of the imperatives. By and large ANSYS fulfilled the buckling imperatives for both monocoque and longitudinal and ring hardened shell. However a huge contrast was found in sizes and basic burdens.
CONCLUSIONS
The main aim of this research is to identify the improvement of the design of cylindrical shell under external hydrostatic pressure with and without Stiffeners (longitudinal and ring) since the incorporative of the technique optimization into ANSYS software. The design elements in this research was: objective (critical load), design variable (thickness of shell (TH), stiffener's width (B) and stiffener's height (HF). The results shown the minimization of the objective by the technique of numerical optimization in ANSYS with optimum shell thickness and stiffener's sizes. In all cases the design variables (thickness of shell) was thicker than the monocoque since a shell's thicker is essential to achieve the strength constraints and it can be concluded that cases (17,18,19, and 20) have more than 90% of un-stiffened critical load. The ring stiffeners causes increasing buckling load than un stiffened and longitudinal stiffened cylinder . cylindrical shell with six ring stiffeners inward 10 cylindrical shell with eight ring stiffeners inward 11 cylindrical shell with ten ring stiffeners inward 12 cylindrical shell with two ring stiffeners outward 13 cylindrical shell with four ring stiffeners outward 14 cylindrical shell with six ring stiffeners outward 15 cylindrical shell with eight ring stiffeners outward 16 cylindrical shell with ten ring stiffeners outward 17 cylindrical shell with ten ring stiffeners inward and outward 18 cylindrical shell with four longitudinal stiffeners inward and ten ring stiffeners inward 19 cylindrical shell with four longitudinal stiffeners outward and ten ring stiffeners outward 20 cylindrical shell with four longitudinal stiffeners inward and outward and ten ring stiffeners inward and outward Table( 3) The ratio of the incremental critical load with stiffeners
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